Regulatory Issues of SME
Green Lending – and How
to Address them
Linn Anker‐Sørensen

Complex ESG Regulatory Landscape

• Regulation
• Fragmentation

Practice
• Opacity
• Interconnectedn
ess

Legislator
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• Temporality
• Technology

Dynamics

Presentation title

Indicative impact of tax and regulatory in the industrial manufacturing supply chain

Suppliers
Raw Materials

Electricity input

EU Green Deal

CBAM

Customers

Manufacturing

CBAM, Energy Taxation

Design / Production

Transportation

CBAM, EU ETS, Energy Taxation

EU ETS

ReFuel EU Aviation Initiative, Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation, CO2
emissions standards for cars and vans

Deforestation and Land Use –
permits, trade compliance

Hydrogen and Gas Decarbonisation Package, Efficient and Green
Mobility Package
Circular Economy Action Plan and
sustainable products

Buildings

Sale/ Post‐sale

Energy Efficiency Directive,
Renewable Energy Directive,
Effort Sharing Regulation

Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive
Circular Economy Action Plan and
sustainable products

Circular Economy Action Plan and
sustainable products

Other sustainability
related regulations

Digital Product Passport / Supply Chain Transparency & Traceability

Plastic packaging taxes

Waste management (collection,
recyclability), plastic packaging taxes

Waste management Use of
recycled/recyclable materials

Water usage – charges and
restrictions

Water usage – charges and
restrictions

Water usage – charges and
restrictions

Human Rights and other Social
indicators

Human Rights and other Social
indicators

Water
Rules for
alternative fuels

Packaging and waste
Carbon pricing
measures

Human Rights and other Social
indicators

Human Rights / Social indicators
Energy usage
targets

Land use and
agriculture targets

Circular Economy
Action Plan

December package

Plastic packaging tax, WEEE
schemes, e.g., batteries

Step‐plan for assessing green lending

1. Which financial instruments are covered by the
Taxonomy reporting obligations?
2. Which sectors are covered?
3. Which economic activities are covered?
4. Which clients are covered?
5. Calculation of ‘semi‐GAR’ based on eligible
activities
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The EU Taxonomy

How to include SMEs in green lending

The better the question. The better the answer.
The better the world works.

Building a green business case for green SME lending

• Monitor the legislative
landscape
• Model policy impact
• Manage Sustainability Risk
• Track sustainability reporting
requirements

Strategy,
Policy
&
Economics

• Define tax function
capabilities and
responsibilities

• Upskill Tax Function

Tax
Sustainability
Journey

Decarbonizing
the Supply
Chain

Financing
&
Funding

Workforce
Experience

• Manage carbon footprint
from business travel

Tax
Reporting,
&
Compliance

• Measure supply chain carbon intensity,
sourcing and risk incl. CBAM

• Embed ESG in purpose and
vision, culture, rewards,
org. design in Tax Function

Compliance
• File returns : carbon taxes, plastics
taxes, consumption taxes
• Advise business on green tax impacts

• Restructure Operating Model to
address sustainability risks

• Identify & secure funding and incentives for
sustainability strategy implementation

Reporting

• Legal support for supply chain
agreement and other related issues

• Model incentives opportunity (re: GHG
emissions, energy, waste and water)

• Support compliance with voluntary
and mandatory reporting regimes

• Identify transfer pricing implications

• Monitor compliance with funding conditions

• Optimize ESG report ratings

Legislative revolution
Transparency Act

ESG DD

• Internal labor conditions
• Impact on human rights

• Environmental impact
• Social / human rights impact

• Treshold regulation

• Threshold regulation

• Scope/reach

• Scope/reach

• Supply chain
• Business relations

• has a commercial agreement with,
• provides financing or further insurance services

• Methodology for disclosure; the six‐step model

•

to, or
buys or sells services or products to.

of the OECD

• Methodology for disclosure
• Sanctions – fines
• Sanctions – individual board member liability
and fines
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The OECD model for conducting due diligence is explicitly referred to in the Transparency Act as the
methodology to be applied

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS

Identify and assess
adverse impacts
in operations, supply
chains, and business
relationships

Communicate
how impacts are
addressed

5

Ensuring legal compliance in a cost‐ and
resource‐efficient manner while faced with
a complex operating environment with
many suppliers and complex supply chains
and operations

2
1
Embed
responsible
business conduct

6

into policies & management
systems

Provide for or cooperate
in remediation when
appropriate

4

Track
implementation and
results

3

Integrating human rights due diligence in
existing systems (procurement, legal,
compliance, reporting, sustainability)
rather than inventing new ones
Ensuring capacity and competence on
human rights in the relevant functions
throughout the company

Cease, prevent, or
mitigate
adverse impacts
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Legislative revolution
Transparency Act

ESG DD

• Internal labor conditions
• Impact on human rights

• Environmental impact
• Social / human rights impact

• Treshold regulation

• Threshold regulation

• Scope/reach

• Scope/reach

• Supply chain
• Business relations

• has a commercial agreement with,
• provides financing or further insurance services

• Methodology for disclosure; the six‐step model

•

to, or
buys or sells services or products to.

of the OECD

• Methodology for disclosure
• Sanctions – fines
• Sanctions – individual board member liability
and fines
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How to practically approach ESG due diligence for green lending

1

2
UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS
OPERATIONS

4

3
UPGRADE YOUR STRATEGY

IMPLEMENT STRATEGY

COMMUNICATE PERFORMANCE

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Understanding the impact of climate
and social concern on your business
model and balance sheet, your carbon
exposure and carbon footprint and
the risks and opportunities that you
face

Developing a climate and social
strategy which is informed by your
climate and social risk assessment
(both physical and transition), impact
on business model and key
stakeholders

Implementing and embedding
your climate and social focused
strategy across three core levers of
insurance (underwriting and claims),
investments and operations

Communicating and reporting on your
climate and social strategy, net zero
approach taken and subsequent
performance

Scenario Analysis

Strategy

Risk
Management

Disclosures,
Metrics, Targets

Governance to embed climate and social strategy in the business model

Understanding RISK
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Developing STRATEGY for
OPPORTUNITIES and RETURNS

MOBILISING and implementing
engagement strategy

REPORTING

What about the quality of data?

The better the question. The better the answer.
The better the world works.

Drivers for digitized traceability solutions

How Blockchain can address these drivers

Consumer Engagement
• Provide exceptional experiences along the entire customer journey
• Implement innovative and impactful processes to communicate to consumers

Increase trustworthiness and enable new business models
based on tokenization and decentralization

• Develop
loyalty solutions
Create consumer
trust in products and processes

Limited IT investment – a smart phone is enough to enter
and check trustworthy data to the supply chain

Supply Chain Traceability

Real‐time product updates

• Enable tracking of products through fragmented supply chains
• Provide transparent, reliable and consistent supply chain information to
the end consumer
• Speed up data gathering to reduce internal effort

Direct visibility ensures contract adherence
Reduction in manual and repetitive processes

Supplier and Partnership Strategy
• Ensure consistency and standardization of information & data across
partners
• Validate and secure data and processes across the supply chain
Optimize process to onboard new parties into the ecosystem (SC
optimization)

Regulatory Compliance
• Ensure regulatory standards are being met and tracked across the entire
ecosystem
• Guarantee partners are delivering against sustainability and ethical
standards
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Scalability and interoperability: start small and expand
Independent actors can share and trust information while
maintaining data privacy
Digital units impossible to copy: no risk of “double
selling” or cutting with lower quality products
Reduces frauds and corruption thanks to its open nature

Norwegian Fashion Hub

Sustainability Chain

Sustainable raw material
production

Measurement of CO2 emissions
and other parameters real time

Increased security and reliable
verified data

Complete clothing cycle history

V. Conclusion

Thank you!
►CeFi => Fake‐DeFi => DeFi?
►DeFi as new normal? To address:

─Legal uncertainty: node or ledger perspective?
─Operational risk and resilience: liability insurance for the network?
─Enhance FSA cooperation across borders: lead regulator scheme is anti‐DeFi
─Define proportionate sanctioning and accountability within network
Dr. Linn Anker‐Sørensen
Director, EY Norway
Linn.anker‐
soerensen@no.ey.com
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